It is a great pleasure to announce the 26th conference of European Wound Management Association, Deutscher Wundkongress and WundD·A·CH Kongress 2016. The conference is organised in cooperation with the Initiative Chronische Wunden e.V. (ICW) and the collaboration of German-speaking wound associations WundD·A·CH.

The conference theme is:

PATIENTS · WOUNDS · RIGHTS

The patient is more than a person with a wound. He/she is a human being with needs and requirements; and rights! According to the international declaration of human rights, everyone has the right to health, implying that prevention and treatment of non-healing wounds must be available to everyone. Thus, securing patients’ Quality of Life is a political responsibility as well as a clinical one. Patients’ access to wound care requires the collaboration of patients, professionals and policy makers. It is a corner stone of good practice in wound management and a fundamental objective of the interdisciplinary team approach.

WHY ATTEND THE EWMA CONFERENCE?
The conference offers high level scientific presentations, networking activities and it is an excellent opportunity to exchange knowledge and experiences with international colleagues.

By participating in the conference, you
- become updated and educated on the most recent knowledge and research within wound healing.
- get the opportunity to experience and meet with peer researchers and clinicians.
- get the chance to attend a variety of high level key sessions, free papers, hands-on workshops as well as a number of guest sessions performed by other medical societies and project groups.
- meet your suppliers and exchange experiences about wound healing products.

We look forward to welcoming you in Bremen,

José Verdú Soriano, EWMA Recorder
Salla Seppänen, EWMA President
Veronika Gerber, ICW President
Robert Strohal, WundD·A·CH President
CONFERENCE HIGHLIGHTS

EWMA 2016, BREMEN
Among many other topics, the EWMA 2016 Conference in Bremen will showcase the following highlights:

- 13 key sessions simultaneously interpreted in German/English
- More than 900 scientific presentations in the form of free paper sessions, workshops and e-posters in both English and German language
- A 2-day symposium on Diabetic Foot activities including an extensive focus on registry and certification
- Focus on Quality of Life and patient rights, reflected in the plenary and key sessions
- A symposium dedicated to eHealth with a focus on registry and new solutions
- Practical full-day programme about wound care and nursing in the community from a European perspective
- Phlebology symposium
- Vascular surgery symposium

WWW.EWMA2016.ORG

BREMEN, A CITY OF CULTURE
The 1,200-year-old Hanseatic city boasts a wealth of attractions. Enjoy the restaurants and beer gardens on the Schlachte Promenade along the River Weser or stroll through the narrow streets of the medieval Schnoor Viertel.

Fly directly to Bremen Airport or take the train from Hamburg only one hour away.
www.bremen-tourism.de

WWW.EWMA2016.ORG